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reference to the racial bar regarding the Orange Free State; and (5) the
question of the just administration of existing laws with due regard to vested
rights. The last three points could be dealt with administratively; the first two
only by amending legislation, and he had ventured to submit to General Smuts
the easiest and the quickest way in which the matter could be dealt with,
General Smuts had said that he would consider the matter, and after he had
considered and conferred with the Cabinet, he said, in the presence of Mr. An-
drews, that the Government were willing to grant these things, but wanted the
Commission to sill them, and that they could not possibly, though they would
gladly have met the community, meet them at that stage with reference to
its propositions regarding the Commission.
Of course, that would create a deadlock, and that meant either passive
resistance and all that that meant, or it meant a suspension of passive resistance
until the Government had had a chance, until the Commission had had a
chance, of doing what they proposed to do, and he had had no difficulty in
coming to the conclusion, after consultation always with Mr. Andrews, that
the community could fairly suspend passive resistance, seeing that the Govern-
ment had taken up the, what he considered, reasonable attitude, and seeing
abo that the Government were prepared to understand and appreciate that
the community was bound by its solemn obligation not to take part in the
Commission, and not to resent that attitude on the part of the community,
and, as against that, he had suggested to General Smuts that, if the commu-
nity suspended passive resistance, it was only fair that Government should
release the passive resistance prisoners then undergoing imprisonment TTiere
then remained the very serious questions of the allegations of cruelty. What
was to be done with regard to those if the community was not to lead evi-
dence even with regard to the judicial aspect of the Commission, and yet it
seemed dear that in the present circumstances they could not lead evidence.
It then meant that they should publish a book containing the whole of the
evidence in their possession, and challenge anybody who wished to bring libel
proceedings against the community, so that in defending the charge the
community could prove its case* As a passive resister, it immediately occurred
to him that there should be no difficulty in dropping those proceedings. That
would avoid all irritation, and in the estimation of those who might thinfe for
thoredvcs and who knew the history of passive resistance the community
would stand justified. In any case, if the community could stand justified in the
estimation of tibe Government, and if the community could ask the Government
to appreciate its motive in not chaQcnging libd proceedings, he felt that the
community could ignore what the world might say as to its being afraid now
of coming to a court of law because it had really no evidence, and that it
had simply taken allegations to India in order to work on feeling there. They
tolerate such criticism from the world, for the world would have some-
id say against Hie best actions, but, if the Government appreciated the

